
 
               
 

NOTICE: Changes to AMAZING AMINOS 
 

To Our Valued Customers, 
 
As you may know Markit Health constantly analyzes new and existing products to make sure 
we are always offering the best product in its category, in this case the Amino Acids category. 
 
AMAZING AMINOS are now extracted from from Deep Sea Atlantic Cod.  
 
Marine harvested amino acids are superior to amino acids derived from bovine, porcine, plants 
and clearly synthetics. Wild caught fish, being a commodity, can vary in purity and strength. 
Markit Health has tested the purity and strength from a dozen of the leading suppliers of these 
raw materials. For the foreseeable future we will be using amino acids derived from deep sea 
caught Atlantic Cod which is the purist and most abundant of all the amino acids we had tested. 
 
What is the change? We are now using Deep Sea Atlantic Cod instead of Norwegian Salmon. 
The new name is: AMAZING AMINOS AC. 
 
Does this affect the potency? Yes. In this case and for the foreseeable future the actual amino 
acids per serving will be increased. 
 
Will the flavor change? We tried to match the flavor profile with the original Amazing Aminos 
formula. The new raw material has a change of consistency so the flavor may be slightly 
different.  
 
Has the daily serving size changed?  No. You should take two scoops per day in one drink 
(hot or cold) or you can divide the serving up by taking one scoop twice a day. 
 
Will changes occur again? We do not anticipate any changes. However, we are constantly 
researching purity, strength and extraction methods. It is our job to look at these factors closely 
and make sure our customers are receiving the highest quality amino acids available. We 
monitor new harvests from Atlantic Cod, Norwegian Salmon and Pacific Red Snapper about four 
times a year. 

 
To our long-term customers as well as those of you who may be receiving AMAZING AMINOS AC 
for the first time, thank you for your understanding.  
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